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H

ello and happy New Year to you all. I hope you
have made a great start to 2017. This is another
exciting year for IMPA and for its members and

one in which we hope to share more success.

H

i all, and welcome to MT1.
The focus for IMPA this year remains very
much with education. The industry faces a

tough and uncertain 12 months. You as purchasers and

Our mission here at IMPA remains the same: to

suppliers are being tasked with creating and finding

deliver value to members. We aim to achieve this

value and adapting to an unpredictable market.

through our education programme, our events and our

At IMPA we believe the best way to tackle challenges

products. To reflect that, all that we do will undergo

is through skill and knowledge. As one of the leading

some evolution this year. For example, MT will include

association’s in the industry, we are uniquely positioned

new features, and a wider pool of contributors; the event

to offer that to our members and cater specifically

in Singapore has a revamped education programme,

for those challenges. It is why we continue to

while the training we offer as an association has been

champion education.

adapted too.

With that in mind, we continue to look into regions

Each of these changes has been made to reflect the

that we feel we can make an impact in. Asia, in

ever-demanding nature of our profession. These remain

particular, will continue to be an area of strong focus

challenging times for shipping and for purchasers. We

for IMPA as we look to develop IMPA Singapore and

hope as an association to equip you with the skills and

to increase our activities there. Europe too will be key

knowledge to navigate these challenges successfully.

to our considerations as we continue to add new

Here’s to a prosperous 2017.

features to IMPA London. All the best for 2017.
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/ Editor’s Letter

Special Thanks to our IMPA Singapore Sponsors

Tom Holmes
MT Editor

H

THE SEPARATION & FILTRATION TEAM

ello and welcome to our first issue of the year.
I hope that you’ve all made a great start to 2017.
MT begins the New Year with a new look

and a new feel. We include for the first time four new
columns that widen the pool of contributors and
increase the scope of our work.
First up is the Procurement Talk column that
examines the whats and whys of the procurement
profession. In this issue Nikos Kaniaris, Head of
Procurement at Nomikos and a speaker at IMPA
London 2016, talks about dealings in South America.
You can read his thoughts on page 22.

Special Thanks to our IMPA London Sponsors

It gives me great pleasure to welcome Dr Anna Mari
Antoniou back to our pages. A regular contributor in
the past, Dr Antoniou is now our resident expert on all
things international trade, ship finance and maritime
law. He first column is over on page 16.
The main feature for this issue is very close to home.
IMPA Chair and CEO Susan Koefoed discusses plans for

Pantone®
286

IMPA’s future with COO & Secretary General Stephen
Alexander. This is the first in a series of interviews with
leading CPOs in the shipping industry and is one that
you will not want to miss.
If you’d like to contribute to any of the new features,
or to any other part of the magazine, please get in touch.
We’d love to hear from you. Enjoy the issue.

PEFC Certified
This product is
from sustainably
managed forests and
controlled sources
PEFC/16-33-254

www.pefc.org

MT is now PEFC certified Publication.
PEFC is the world’s largest certification
organisation with over 220 million hectares
of certified forests, that are managed
sustainably – an area equivalent to the size
of the whole of Mexico, or France, Germany,
Italy and the UK combined.

IMPA.net
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/ News

NEWS

Green’s expands
aftermarket services
Green’s, the waste heat recovery

All the latest from IMPA and its members

specialist, has launched a proactive
boiler inspection service. Available to

R&M completes Lumen
International purchase

Next purchasers
roundtable confirmed

marine companies around the world,
this new service identifies current
and potential problems with boilers
and ancillary equipment so that

IMPA member R&M Electrical has

IMPA Member Andreas Bitter hosts

they can be addressed to maintain

completed the purchase of Lumen

another purchasers’ roundtable

optimum efficiency and before they

International, and began trading

forum in Hamburg on March 23.

become unnecessarily costly or result

as R&M Lumen from January 1,

The event focuses on know how

in avoidable outages.

in the midst of the on-going crisis

This service is provided by a

in shipping, with of experts from

dedicated team at Green’s who are

companies in Dubai, Abu Dhabi,

Sweden, Denmark and Germany

experts at inspecting, assessing and

Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and

making presentations. Subjects

checking boilers are performing

Australia, among others.

under discussion include modern

as they should and operating

tools to stay competitive and efficient.

to optimum efficiency. After

a company statement confirmed.
R&M is a UK company that has

“IMPA member R&M
Electrical has completed
the purchase of Lumen”

Around 60 invited guests from

comprehensive technical report

shipyards are expected to attend.

that highlights potential problems,

For more information, contact

makes recommendations and offers

Andreas Bitter via, Tel. 0179-1049439

practical advice so that plans can be

or einkaeufer-stammtisch@gmx.de

put in place and unnecessary cost
and downtime is kept to a minimum.

The company also confirmed
that Jan Kaulen and Robert Kamski
the founder owners of Lumen
International Inc. will remain actively
involved with the new operation.
Jan Kaulen taking on the role of
President responsible for operations
continue in an external sales and
technical consultancy role working
from his Hamburg base but operating
internationally for all aspects of

“This new service identifies current and
potential problems with boilers and
ancillary equipment” Neil Ford, Green’s service and

repairs manager says: “The expertise

>>

in Miami and Robert Kamski will

each inspection they provide a

over 30 shipping companies and

our team has built up over many
years in boiler design, manufacture
and repair is ideally suited to taking a
systematic approach to maintenance
which minimises the issues that

R&M’s global marine business.

could severely impact business

In addition, Nick Jenkin, R&M’s
Global Marine Sales Manager

operations. We are providing

will relocate to Miami and will be

this service to boilers from any

responsible for developing and

manufacturer and have already

servicing business in North America

seen it taken up in the UK, Cyprus,

alongside his global role.

Australia and Kuwait.”

IMPA.net
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All together
Susan Koefoed /
IMPA Chair & CEO

IMPA.net

Susan Koefoed /

With shipping facing a tough year
ahead, IMPA Chair & CEO Susan
Koefoed highlights the importance
of taking a united front
think that the majority
of forecasts are pointing to
another difficult year of trading
in our industry. Whilst some
predict green shoots appearing
towards the latter part of the
year there can be no doubt that

as in Denmark we will very often call fellow
procurement managers in other companies in
order to investigate options and solutions to fix
problems or to make improvements.
On a wider scale IMPA extends this philosophy
for members to share and I’m always delighted
when I see this happen in practice at our events in

procurement will be under pressure to

London and Singapore. We can do more with this

deliver more cost savings and efficiencies

too and using the network via the IMPA website

in the months ahead.

and utilising the administration office in this way

I maintain my belief that being a part
of IMPA plays a big role in the ability to
contribute to cost savings and initiatives that
improve the company’s bottom line. It is only

should not be forgotten by members.

Work smarter not harder…
Ultimately this philosophy is about working

through a valued network of colleagues and

smarter and not harder! A resource such as

contacts in the industry that you can gain the

IMPA’s and the ability to join together to share

experience and insight into how to do things

knowledge and the cost of investment is better

better and in some cases simply how to get things

when combined with others. This was the

done! I’m reminded about this quite regularly,

methodology behind the IMPA ACT programme

Illustration © Dominic Scott, Alexony
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/ Susan Koefoed

where procurement can adopt responsible
practices by benefiting from the investment
made by IMPA and its early adopters
and partners. This programme continues
to play a part in the future of maritime
procurement and will one day become the
‘licence to operate’ for shipping companies
and their procurement departments.

Dates for
the diary:
IMPA Singapore
Thursday 11th and
Friday 12th May

IMPA’s Marine Stores Guide programme
is another such programme that is being
developed in a way that companies can
share their knowledge and ideas. A new
MSG online website will provide access to
the MSG code for searching and links to
manufacturers and main suppliers for the
product - watch out for the news in this
magazine and through IMPA’s emails and
social media.

the admin office in the usual way.
I hope that many members will take the
opportunity to meet up with us at IMPA
as we undertake events and activities
throughout this year. Dates for your diary
include IMPA Singapore on May 11th
and 12th. There is also the possibility
for a one day training event for junior
purchasers in Hong Kong this year after

NorShipping
Tuesday 30th May
to Friday 2nd June
IMPA London
Tuesday 12th and
Wednesday 13th
September

The year ahead, whilst proving

the Singapore event.
Later in May IMPA will be at
NorShipping 30th May to 2nd June
alongside our friends at the Japanese
Marine Equipment Association (JSMEA)
who have kindly offered IMPA some
space at their stand.
Then of course it’s IMPA London this
year to be held on the Tuesday 12th and
Wednesday 13th September. After that

challenging, will be another year for IMPA

there could be further face-to-face events

to try and provide value to the industry

in Greece and Hamburg towards the

and members in other ways. This will

end of the year so watch this space for

be manifested through our education

further information.

programme, which remains an absolute key

Before wrapping up my opening piece

priority for the association. Now designed

for the year I’d like to offer thanks and

and developed into the most comprehensive

appreciation to a long-standing supporter

and complete maritime procurement and

and friend of IMPA, namely Peter Machado.

supply chain management programme our

Peter has left the IMPA council and we

industry has ever seen, IMPA’s series of
education courses offer a clear path from
junior to senior procurement professional.
Stephen explores this programme further
in his piece in this issue of mt.
I mentioned earlier that IMPA would
continue in its strategy to develop our
membership and programme in Asia and
I would reach out to any current members
who may like to assist us in our quest for
growth in this region, so please write in to

The Short Read
• Work smarter by sharing
knowledge

• IMPA continues to provide value
through education

• The association is exploring areas
to develop its events and training
programmes

IMPA.net

wish him the very best with his plans for
the future. I know Peter will continue to
support the association and the industry.
Finally I ask all our ambassadors
and supporters, IMPA staff and council
to continue in their efforts with IMPA’s
programme of activity and to continue to
strive to deliver as much value to members
as we can. Let’s stick together and work
together towards a bright future.
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The guidance document provides an outline to explain how and

FRAME
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As part of IMPA’s resource centre documents
to use frame agreements and includes handy hints and
such as this one provide guidancewhen
and suggestions
fortheir
producing your own documentation.
for procurement professionals totips
help in
day to day work. This document made available
by IMPA is not intended to provide
the actual
Frame
agreements are a very good solution for managing supplier
template for use but rather a guide to the key
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/ Dr Anna - Marine Insurance Law

Reform of Marine
Insurance Law
Dr Anna Mari Antoniou outlines
what the reforms to UK Marine
Insurance Law mean for the industry

2016
			

brought with it the most significant reform of UK Marine

Insurance Law for over 100 years. Policyholders and Insurers alike should have new
procedures in place to ensure compliance with the new responsibilities. Also of note,
is that more changes are on the horizon.
The English and Scottish Law Commissions have been working on updating
insurance law since 2006. In recognition of the fact that the Marine Insurance Act 1906
was considered outdated, a comprehensive process of updating the law was deemed
necessary. The 1906 Act as one can imagine, was out of sync with the commercial
realities of the modern insurance market. An overhaul was essential and overall good
news for ship and cargo owners, as one of the primary aims was to ensure a fairer
balance of power and interests between insureds and insurers; the 1906 Act was
considered very much insurer friendly.
The Commissions’ work led to the new Insurance Act 2015 which took legal effect
on 12 August 2016. It should be considered as the first step in insurance reform; at the
time of writing a draft bill on Insurable Interest is also at policy development stage
and The Enterprise Act 2016 will also affect insurance when it comes into force
in May 2017. Focusing on the 2015 Act two of the key changes to highlight are:

IMPA.net

The Short Read
• Marine Insurance Act updated for
first time since 1906

• New Insurance Act 2015 was
effective from 12 August 2016

• Enterprise Act 2016 comes into
force in May, effects insurance

• More changes to come

Dr Anna - Marine Insurance Law /

“Insurers also have increased
responsibilities now. They are
required to take an active approach
in disclosure procedures”

1. Insured’s duty of

fair presentation

Insureds are now required to present
the risk to the insurer in a clear and
accessible manner. This means that
‘data dumping’ is not permissible
– giving the insurer masses of
documentation and expecting him
to filter through to find information
relevant to the risk is discouraged.
Instead, insureds should disclose all
material information that is known,
or ought to be known by them in
a structured and comprehensible
form. This includes information

“More changes
are on the horizon”

known to persons responsible for
arranging the insurance, for example
brokers, and information known by
senior management. Insureds should
therefore be keeping a clear record
of who is dealing with insurance

Primekok Logistics Ltd provides a diverse
portfolio of products and services to the marine and
industrial markets ranging from general ship supplies and
bonded stores to specialized gas detection instruments,
safety and technical equipment and logistics.

PRIMEKOK
Your No.1 General Ship
Supplier in Ghana

Marine Trader

www.primekoklogistics.com
info@primekoklogistics.com
primekoklogistics@yahoo.com
+ 233 30396 5599
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/ Dr Anna - Marine Insurance Law

both within the organisation and without. Furthermore,
information that a reasonable search would have revealed
will also require disclosure. Insureds will therefore need to
show that such searches have been conducted. One should
note that the sections of the Act dealing with knowledge
are some of the most complicated provisions and likely to

2. Warranties

result in disputes where judicial interpretation of the Act

Prior to the 2015 Act, breach of a warranty in a marine

will become important.

insurance contract would automatically discharge the

Insurers also have increased responsibilities now.

insurer’s liability from the date of breach, no matter

They are required to take an active approach in disclosure

whether the warranty had any bearing on the risk. Further,

procedures. Certain pieces of information will be

the so-called ‘basis of contract’ clause often found in such

considered as putting the insurer on notice that further

contracts could convert any representation into a warranty,

enquiries need to be made. Insurers should be prepared

meaning that trivial ‘promises’ if broken, could result in

to make such enquiries when they suspect that material

termination of cover. This resulted in insurers avoiding

information will be revealed. Although the main burden

payment for claims on the basis of matters unrelated to

of disclosure remains with the insured, the increased

the actual risk. Now, ‘basis of contract’ clauses are banned

responsibility of the insurer is one example of the shift

and breaching a warranty results in suspension of cover

in the balance of interests.

but only for the duration of the breach. So, if a breach is
remedied, cover is reinstated. Again, one can see that the
previous position favoured the insurer; any broken promise

“Trivial
‘promises’ if
broken, could result
in termination
of cover”

whether material to the risk or not could mean denying
the claim. Now, a broken promise can be remedied, cover
reinstated and trivial promises that have no bearing on the
risk will not be bases for denying a claim.
It will take some time before the effects of the reforms
can truly be appreciated and a certain degree of uncertainty
will continue for a while. After all, the 2015 Act was only
step one. Those involved in Shipping and Insurance will
need to keep updated on all the major developments and
amend their practices to reflect the new legal requirements.
At the moment, transparency, communication and
thorough record keeping is the way to go.

“Those involved in Shipping and Insurance
will need to keep updated on all the major
developments and amend their practices to
reflect the new legal requirements”
IMPA.net
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Lyonstraat 29
3047 AJ Rotterdam
The Netherlands
+31 (0)10 298 19 80
info@electrocirkel.com

sources from all brands, including our own
brand Calex. We supply either directly from
stock or will order the product for you.
We offer same day international delivery or
next day at the very latest.

International wholesaler
exclusively for ship chandlers,
offshore, industry and wholesalers.
Worldwide import/export.
Owner of the Calex brand.

certificates

ISO 9001 ISO 14001

Member of

Let us know your needs and we will meet and
exceed them! Visit us at electrocirkel.com
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/ Introducing IMPA’s New Member Trans-Mar Services Ltd.

INTRODUCING…
IMPA’S NEW MEMBER

Trans-Mar Services Ltd. was founded in
Varna, Bulgaria in 2006 with the main
business: import, export, manufacture
and repair of marine technical products,
metalworking, customs and logistic services

A

s a dynamic company, we trade wholesale

Our products and services include:

with marine and industrial products.
Our team of professionals works hard to

pinpoint and meet the specific needs and requirements
of each of our customers. Flexibility, ability to manage
unpredictable situations, fast and accurate delivery,
professionalism and honesty are the trademarks of our
business. Building a long-term relationship with our
partners is our top priority and proof of our success.
Our company focuses on a complete end to end ship

linen, tableware and kitchen equipment. We offer a full
range of colours, sizes and qualities;
• BA charts & log books - authorised partner of Global
Navigation Solutions
• Deck & Engine Stores - all kinds of accessories and
marine equipment, hardware, tools, bearings, bolts,
screws and other products;
• Bonded stores & slop chest - wide range of soft and

supply solution.
Trans-Mar Services Ltd. is keen to provide safe and
reliable supply and follows all the requirements of the
ISO as well as all international regulatory, safety
standards and good sea practices.

• Cabin stores - full range of supplies, including clothes,

alcoholic drinks, toilet accessories and perfumes;
• Marine Chemicals - We have a rich selection of marine
chemicals from SEAWOLF and STARMARINE;
• Safety - Trans-Mar Services Ltd. is a manufacturer
of Embarkation & Pilot rope Ladders, certified by
RMRS/IACS member. We also offer safety posters

“Land is the secure
ground of home;
the sea is like life,
the outside, the
unknown”

and IMO signs;
• Warehouse hub - customs clearance, keeping on stock
and delivery of spare parts or parcels in transit for all
ships of our customers.

www.trans-marservices.com

IMPA.net
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/ Procurement Talk

Procurement talk
In the first column
of our new series,
Nikos Kaniaris, head of
procurement for Nomikos, talks
about dealings in South America

“Have an opinion
you’d like to share?
Then get in touch
via info@impa.net
using ‘Procurement
Talk’ as the subject”

IMPA.net

T

Procurement Talk /

ideally simple prepayment.
There must be a slow and gradual build

The Short Read

up and development of a supplier base that

• Build up and develop a supply

will span the key ports in South America.

base in South America

Repetitive awards as well as pricing
formulations will help put the chandler’s
mind and network at ease. Commitment to
buy for, say, a two-month period will allow
leverage in quality and prices. Allowing

•

Focusing on the political
environment in countries prone
to instability

• A hands-on approach is necessary

shorter payment dates, will also weigh in

here are times during the prep work of a

vessel’s supply that one may become livid in

heavily during bargaining time.
Focusing on the political environment in countries prone to instability

the intricacies of local procuring practices.

will help us predict pricing fluctuations, quality and availability. For

It would be remiss to exclude the usual

instance, Brazil has been in a whirlwind of strikes since last summer that

“good” ports, Singapore, Rotterdam, and

have caused headaches all around. Bargaining with a ship chandler against

Shanghai. In a perfect world we would

an uncertain tomorrow will not bear fruitful gains nor remarkable savings.

not have to deal with tardy custom

The axiom reads, that one cannot deliver what is scarcely available.

authorities in Brazil,
or raids in Venezuela,
or even disdainful
Argentinian chandlers.
Just as the world of

“Striving towards more reliable suppliers,
one must remain hands on”

information and global
economy is readily available, customer

Striving towards more reliable suppliers, one must remain hands on.

requests and profiles trickle down to

The local ship chandler must be able to associate a face with the company.

every part of the map. Once cognisant,

Each buyer must provoke two to three flash visits every year in order to

ship chandlers face a conundrum when

enforce and dictate policy. Establishing contact is a catalyst no Skype or

servicing various Latin American “offbeat”

video conference can replace.

ports. On one side there is the Greek drama

The worse the port, the greater the challenges. Many times, suppliers

playing on everyone’s TV, a drowning

posing as big names in reality only own a desk and a phone. Many times

economy and an onslaught of refugees

representatives show up with business cards claiming a lot more than is

all in one.

possible. Relying upon hearsay or word of mouth can often carry on as an

The other side to the Greek drama draws
on optimism. Greek ship owners taking the
punches, restructuring their finances and
growing within the shipping business.

editorial from a local newspaper.
The hands-on approach is necessary in order to make pivotal decisions.
Unconsciously we often work on rote and fail to take a step back and
count the successes gained, the development and sustainment of an ailing

When a vessel arrives into a port like

chandler or the betterment of ones supplies over time. At least once a year

Rio Grande, Vitoria or even Montevideo,

it is crucial that a benchmarking meeting take place with fellow colleagues

the dilemma of every local chandler against

in procurement.

a Greek company translates into either
a hefty mark up, a refusal to answer, or

Setting goals and recounting the hits and misses from last year can do
wonders for any procurement team.

Marine Trader
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Briefing Paper
Welcome to the latest in the current series of briefing papers from
Marine Trader, offering guidance on products, services and strategy
that are essential to the marine purchaser.
This paper and all of our previous briefing papers can be found at
IMPA.net/resources. If you’d like to supply a briefing paper or
suggest a topic, please get in touch via th@alexony.co.uk
Our thanks for this paper goes to IPU Engine Starting who produced
our ordering guide to engine starting motors and systems.

IPU ENGINE STARTING
MOTORS & SYSTEMS –
ORDERING GUIDE
International
Marine
Purchasing
Association

impa.net
analysis, ideas & opinion
issue six 2016
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Engines sit at the heart of your vessels. They power
far more than the main propulsion

S

maller engines and generators support essential

Non-electric starting systems are a trusted

systems such as navigation, communications,

alternative to battery-powered starting.

alarms, bilge pumps, fire pumps and loading

They provide:

systems. A vessel’s commercial success depends on these
engines starting reliably.
The most common engine starting systems are batterypowered. They’re simple but they can have reliability
problems. Most critical engines use a secondary starting

• Reliability in all conditions: non-electric starting
systems don’t suffer the same challenges as batteries
in difficult conditions.
• Resistance to damage: non-electric starting

system in case the battery starter fails or they dispense

systems can be supplied as self-contained systems

with the battery-powered starter completely and go for

that are resistant to damp, humidity and saliferous

non-electric starting as standard. At IPU, we help ship

environments.

operators select, install and maintain these ultra-reliable,
non-electric engine starting systems.

• Black-start capabilities: non-electric systems start
your auxiliary engines even after all electrical power has
failed. They provide the reliability that’s essential for
emergency pumps and systems.

At IPU, we help ship operators select, install and
maintain these ultra-reliable, non-electric engine
starting systems

Sponsored by

Non-electric Engine Starting
starting systems and spring starter motors. They each have their own advantages.

Hydraulic

Air

Spring

Hydraulic starting systems are

Air (pneumatic) engine

Spring starter motors

an ideal method of starting diesel

starters are lightweight,

deliver reliability through

engines up to 80 litres (4,882 cubic

powerful and compact

simplicity. They are ultra-

inches).

engine starting systems

simple starting systems for

for diesel and gas engines

diesel engines up to 12 litres

up to 150 litres (9,154

(732 cubic inches).

• Unbeatable reliability – hydraulic
starting systems store energy via

cubic inches).

hydraulic oil kept under pressure
in an accumulator.
• Easy recharge - even after
discharge, hydraulic starting
systems can be quickly and easily
re-charged via hand pump.
• Tough - hydraulic starters

•T
 ough - spring starters
•T
 ough – air starter
motors can resist wear
and damage.
•R
 eliable – reliable in
all conditions.
•C
 onvenient - air starter

are resistant to damp and
long shutdown periods.
•G
 uaranteed starting spring starters are charged
via an easy manual
process. They don’t

have the ability to withstand

motors can be connected

depend on any external

long periods of inactivity and

to an existing air supply.

power sources.

resist corrosion from salt-laden
environments.
• Low maintenance - hydraulic

•A
 pproved safety - air

•C
 ompact - spring starters

starting systems can

can weigh as little as 12kg

be built to comply with

and measure just 26cm.

starting systems can be enclosed

standards including

in a self-contained unit.

Lloyd’s Register, DNV

starters are a direct

This protects them from

GL, Nippon Kaiji Kyokai,

‘bolt-on’ solution.

adverse conditions.

RINA, Bureau Veritas,

• Approved safety - hydraulic

•C
 ost-effective - spring

•Z
 ero pollution risk -

the Pressure Equipment

spring starters do not

starting systems can be built to

Directive and ASME’s

require any liquids

comply with standards including

Boiler & Pressure

or fluids.

Lloyd’s Register, DNV GL,

Vessel Code.

Nippon Kaiji Kyokai, RINA,
Bureau Veritas, the Pressure
Equipment Directive and ASME’s
Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code.

A vessel’s commercial success depends on the engines starting
reliably. There are three types of non-electric starting systems;
hydraulic, air (pneumatic) starting systems and spring starter motors

Three types of non-electric starting systems are found on ships: hydraulic starting systems, air (pneumatic)
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Ordering a replacement starter motor

to select the type of engine starting system you install. The following

To order a replacement starter motor:

guidelines will help you make that decision.
Hydraulic Starters

1. Establish whether it is a hydraulic, air
(pneumatic) or spring starter motor.

Hydraulic starting systems are ideal as a

Hydraulic and air starters are easily

primary or secondary method of starting

identified by the pipeline they are

diesel engines up to 80 litres (4,882 cubic

connected to. If there are no external

inches).

connections it will be a spring starter.
2. F
 ind the model number on the starter

Hydraulic starting systems were first developed in World War 2 by the
US Navy. They were unhappy with the reliability of the electric starters on

motor’s identification plate. This is the

their landing craft. The corrosive nature of salt water combined with long

easiest way to order a replacement. Your

periods of inactivity meant that the electric starter motors and batteries

IMPA supplier will be able to cross-

were not reliable enough. The Navy commissioned a project to design a

reference your existing starter motor

better solution to engine starting. The hydraulic starting system was born.

with a compatible replacement. Starter

Their energy is stored via hydraulic oil kept under pressure in an

motors do not always display a model

accumulator. To start the engine the oil is released by a manually-operated

number (or even an identification plate)!

or solenoid-operated start valve. The hydraulic oil then passes rapidly into

A suitable replacement can still be found

the starter motor. This causes the pinion to rotate rapidly and crank the

but it involves a few more questions.

engine.

3. Identify the make and model of the
engine the starter motor starts.
4. Pass this information to your IMPA
supplier. They will then be able to ask

Hydraulic starter motors combine quick acceleration with high torque
output for guaranteed starting in extreme temperatures, even after long
shutdown periods or in damp conditions. They offer more power and
torque per kilogram than traditional electric starters.

the supplementary questions required
to make sure you receive a starter motor

Advantages

that matches your existing installation.

• Unbeatable reliability - hydraulic starting systems do not depend on
electrical power so offer guaranteed starting. Even after discharge,

Choosing between hydraulic, air and

hydraulic starting systems can be quickly and easily re-charged. They

spring starting systems

are often fitted with a hand pump for manual recharging or an electric,

If you are replacing an existing starter
motor the choice of starting technology has
already been made for you. You replace
like-for-like.
If you are specifying a new starting
system you can choose whether hydraulic,
air (pneumatic) or spring starting would be
most appropriate for your engine. In some
circumstances this decision is dictated by
your vessel. If, for example, hydraulic or
air pipelines do not extend to the engine, a
spring starter will be required.
In other situations you will be able

If you are replacing an
existing starter motor
the choice of starting
technology has already
been made for you. You
replace like-for-like
Sponsored by

engine-driven or air-fluid pump for automatic recharging.
• Tough - hydraulic starters have been used for many

wear and damage. Their resistance to corrosion makes
them ideal for marine applications.

years as the primary or backup start system in marine
applications. This is because they have the ability to

Advantages

withstand long periods of inactivity and resist corrosion

•T
 ough – air starter motors resist wear and damage.

from salt-laden environments.

•C
 onvenient - air starter motors can be connected to an

• Low maintenance - hydraulic starting systems can be
delivered fully-enclosed, protecting them from adverse
conditions.

existing air supply or as part of a complete air starting
system.
•A
 pproved safety – air starting systems can be built to

• Approved safety – depending on the supplier, hydraulic

comply with international marine standards including

starting systems can be built to comply with international

Lloyd’s Register, DNV GL, Nippon Kaiji Kyokai, RINA ,

marine standards including Lloyd’s Register, DNV GL,

Bureau Veritas, the Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23/

Nippon Kaiji Kyokai, RINA , Bureau Veritas, the Pressure

EC and ASME’s Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code (USA).

Equipment Directive 97/23/EC and ASME’s Boiler &
Remanufactured

Pressure Vessel Code (USA).

Air Starter Motors
Air Starters

If you already have an air

Air (pneumatic) engine

starting system or simply wish

starters are light, powerful

to connect an air starter motor

and compact engine starting

to your existing pneumatic

systems for diesel and gas

facilities, it’s worthwhile considering a remanufactured

engines up to 150 litres (9,154

air starter motor. These are air starter motors that have

cubic inches).

been remanufactured to ‘as new’ condition and could lower

When an air starter is activated, compressed air flows

your costs by up to a third. Remanufactured air starters

over a series of turbine wheels inside the starter motor. The

are available for all major makes and models including

turbine wheels combine to spin the pinion which cranks

Ingersoll Rand, TDI, Austart and Pow-R-Quik.

the engine.

Remanufactured starters shouldn’t be confused with a

Air starters are capable of operating at air pressures

simple repair. When a starter motor is remanufactured it is

varying from 3 to 30 bar allowing you to use your existing

totally dismantled, all wearing parts and failed components

air supply. This can save space and costs by reducing the

are replaced and the motor is restored to full operability.

need for reduction valves or large air tanks.
Spring Starters

Many air starter motors are designed to be resilient against

Spring starters deliver

Remanufactured
air starter motors
represent a lowcost ‘as-new’ way
to replace old
equipment

reliability through simplicity.
As the name suggests, they
store their energy in a highcapacity spring. It is a simple
alternative starting system for diesel engines between 0.5
and 12 litres (31 and 732 cubic inches).
Spring starters are perfect for harsh environments like
those found in marine applications. They have the ability
the start an engine even in temperature extremes or damp
conditions. Spring starters have been successfully tested
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down to -10°C (14°F). They still start an
engine reliably.
To use a spring starter you simply wind
the handle until fully charged, then pull on
the trip lever. The starter motor cranks the
engine and that’s it. It’s that simple! There
is no special expertise required to install or
operate a spring starter.
Advantages
• Tough - spring starters are a popular
choice within the marine industry
because they’re resistant to damp and
immune to long shutdown periods.
Spring starters can even work after
full immersion in water.
• Guaranteed starting - spring starters
are charged via an easy manual process.
Cranking is guaranteed as they don’t
depend on your vessel’s hydraulic or
pneumatic systems.
• Compact - spring starters can weigh
as little as 12kg and can measure just
26cm. This makes them ideal for lifeboat
applications as you don’t need a lot of
storage space, even to hold one as a spare.
• Cost-effective - spring starters are a
low-cost ‘bolt-on’ solution. They can be

Non-electric engine starting
systems are suitable for
vessels in harsh environments,
tugs, barges and carriers

installed quickly and easily, even while
you’re out on the water.
• Zero pollution – environmental
agencies around the world are enforcing

alternative starting solutions that are available. By improving your
reliability, you’re improving your profitability.
Don’t worry if choosing an engine starting system seems daunting, help

more stringent regulations to combat

is available. IMPA has access to IPU’s engine starting experts who can talk

water pollution. For example, the UK

you through your options and advise you on a solution that’s right for you.

Environment Agency can penalise boat

We have a network of starting experts in the US, Europe and Asia to ensure

operators up to £50,000 and/or twelve

you have full support in your region.

months imprisonment per violation.

IPU can also provide full servicing, repairs and spare parts (including

Spring starters do not require any liquids

starter motors, solenoids, accumulators etc.) to make sure your engine

or fluids. They eliminate the risk of

starts first time, every time no matter the make or model.

polluting protected waterways.
If you have any questions about engine starting or would like to discuss
We hope that this briefing paper has

how we can help you please give our team a call on +44 (0) 121 511 0460,

provided a useful insight into the

email ipu@ipu.co.uk or visit www.ipu.co.uk/starting.

Sponsored by
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How will the world of

procurement change in

The Short Read
• Economy, tech, currency and raw
materials will affect procurement

• Geopolitical change could cause
economic instability

• Currencies are up and down
• Crude oil is the main material to
watch in 2017

IMPA.net
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After a difficult 2016, what can procurement
professionals expect in 2017?
In this guest article from CIPs, we analyse the major themes and challenges
for procurement in the next 12 months
he year 2016 was a dramatic year for stock

leave the EU and the US voted in Donald Trump

markets, world economies and the global

as president. Although the implications of these

population. We have experienced major political

changes cannot yet be fully understood, we can be

events, multiple acts of terrorism, a migrant

certain there will be a paradigm shift in the short

crisis and, to top it all off, a number of iconic

term – after all, we are dealing with unprecedented

celebrities left us.
While the majority
of these have negative
implications, there
has been a lot of
opportunity created
in and around
the supply chain;

change in two

“The big four areas that may
affect us all are: the economy,
currency, technology and raw
materials”

of the leading
players in the
world economy.
The growth
rate of China
has now
stabilised

particularly when identifying requirements for

at around 6.5%, while the US economic outlook

future technologies, innovation and in the world

appears to be positive. Europe is looking a little

of raw materials.

depressed, after the UK’s decision to leave the EU

When looking at how the world will change

shook confidence across the eurozone. Coupled

in 2017, the big four areas that may affect us

with the debt troubles of Greece and problems

all are: the economy, currency, technology and

in southern Europe, there could be banking

raw materials.

troubles ahead.

Global economy:
the world wanted change

The key economic areas to watch
out for in 2017 are:

The disenfranchised people of 2016 have spoken:

• The collapse of Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP),

they wanted change. Great Britain voted to

Marine Trader

and whether power will move to the Free Trade
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Association of the Asia-Pacific (FTAAP)

$55 and $90 per barrel. My prediction leans towards higher

• Strengthening of the US dollar

levels rather than the more conservative $55.

• China’s commodity stock pile

2017 prospect: Crude oil increases have the potential to

• The Dutch (March), French (April) and German

add between 0.3 - 0.6% to cost base of the supply chain.

(autumn) elections

2017 prospect: EU sugar price will converge towards the

• Potential banking crisis in Europe

world price and is expected to decrease by some 15%, with
price changes passed onto the consumer. Imports are

Currencies: a rollercoaster ride

expected to fall by 44%.
Wheat and corn could be worth contracting in 2017.

In October 2016, the GB pound hit a 31-year low against
the US dollar, and a six-

We have seen a long,

and-half-year low against

sustained period of excellent

the euro, on fears over a
‘hard Brexit’ from the EU.
Looking to 2017, we
should expect to see
slow and sustained GBP
recovery against major

“Let’s look towards 2020 by
embracing opportunity,
technology, innovation and,
most of all, our customers”

production, carryover
stocks are plentiful and
planting acreage will
be down. Any weather
problems or an increase
in demand for ethanol

currencies. Raw materials

could see the markets

imports in the near future

move upwards globally.
2017 prospect: Wheat and corn face low risk but there

will remain expensive, with limited respite even with

is a potential for prices to start increasing across 2017.

a recovering currency.

EU steel prices have risen since the start of 2016, up 36%

In December, the USD hit 11-month highs against the
euro after the Fed hiked the interest rate. Two further

y-o-y, due to an increase in the cost of feedstock coking coal,

interest rate rises are on the horizon to curb inflation and

supported by production cuts in China and import duties

support the US recovery.

in the EU. Aluminium prices on the LME were up 17% y-o-y
as demand in China remains strong due to an increase in

Throughout the new year, the global strength of the
dollar will increase. This will benefit the US consumer

automobile sales and higher demand from the building and

initially, but could damage US exports and the economies

construction industry.
2017 prospect: Continued price increases across the metals

of emerging nations heavily influenced by the dollar,
including Turkey, Brazil and India.

industry. Zinc may see the highest rises.

Raw materials to watch in 2017

Just a drop of water in an ocean of time

In 2016 raw material prices have seen both spectacular

Right now it may seem like the world is in chaos, buildings

increases (vanilla, coal) and sustained lows (corn,

are on fire, and raw material prices are spiralling out

wheat). There are many more price movements on the

of control. However, remember to take a step back and,

horizon. In 2017, the overall trend for raw materials will be

instead of panicking about the short term, let’s look

inflationary; prices will continue to rise.

towards 2020 by embracing opportunity, technology,

Without a doubt crude oil will be the number one
market to watch in 2017, as transport and energy can

innovation and, most of all, our customers.
To put everything into perspective, in a couple of

represent between 3% and 7% of a manufacturer’s costs.

decades when we turn to the pages of a history book,

There is an expectation on the back of increased demand

we will read: Britain changed its trading agreements,

(stimulated by growth) and reduced supply (thanks to an

the US elected Donald Trump as their 45th president

agreement between OPEC and other major oil exporters

and commodity prices will not even register as a footnote.

to cut production) that crude oil may increase to between

IMPA.net
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INMARSAT
takes mature approach to
maritime cyber security

The threat ships face from cyberattack demands
a response to technical, operational, training
and insurance needs. Inmarsat is separating fact
from fiction as it prepares to launch the industry’s
first fully managed unified threat management
service, says Senior Vice President Safety
and Security Peter Broadhurst

The Short Read
• Cyber security breaches on the rise
• Maritime sector is prone

T

he Dyn cyber security breach of October 21, 2016 saw multiple denial-ofservice attacks target the Domain Name System provider which, it turns
out, supports Internet platforms across Europe and North America.
Victims included Twitter, Paypal, Spotify, CNN, and the New York Times,

to attacks

as Mirai malware triggered lookup requests from tens of millions of IP

• New awareness campaign

addresses. Printers, cameras, home gateways and even baby monitors

gains support

• Inmarsat developing solutions

conspired to load attacks in 1.2 terabits per second waves.
The maritime sector is far from immune to the hacking threat. In August
2016, French naval contractor DCNS fell victim to a hack that left The
Australian newspaper holding 22,000 documents detailing the design
of a submarine under construction for the Indian Navy, including combat

IMPA.net

Tech /

capability. In the same month, US ports reported attacks using an
SQL injection flaw to the Web-based component of widely used Navis
maritime transportation logistics software suite.
Then, in October, 2016, Hewlett Packard disclosed that a hack of
United States Navy records from a sailor’s laptop within its Enterprise

“The maritime sector
is far from immune to the
hacking threat”

Services agreements had given access to personal records of more than
134,000 sailors.
Many in the maritime sector nonetheless still assess the probability

actively supporting and has attracted

of premeditated cyberattacks on shipping as low. This must be one

support from The Standard Club, North

explanation why a recent Coventry University study supported by the

P & I Club, and insurance broker, Integro.

CSO Alliance (Company Security Officer) found 100% of participating

Yves Vandenborn, The Standard Club

shipowners saying their crews were given no training in cyber security

Director of Loss Prevention, says: “This

at all.

emerging threat is very real and current.

As land-based users know, however, ‘freedom’ to roam the web is just

Technology on ships continues to advance

as open to fraudsters as it is to legitimate users. This year has also seen

and so do the challenges that arise as a

the launch of the ‘Be Cyber Aware at Sea’ campaign by UK-based maritime

result. Educating crew and spreading

cyber security specialist JWC International, which we at Inmarsat are

awareness is the first step in fighting

Marine Trader
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cybercrime at sea”.
The sentiments and the ‘Be Aware’ campaign are warmly welcomed
by Peter Broadhurst, Inmarsat Maritime Senior Vice President Safety
and Security. Inmarsat recently ring-fenced Maritime Security as a
dedicated area of expertise within Safety Services, with a team of nine
cyber specialists.
Inmarsat is developing an end-to-end cyber security solution, which
“includes a technical answer to report and prevent attacks or malware
on a ship, but also offers a programme of awareness, risk assessments
and the training that drives best practice procedures”, Broadhurst
says. Part of the cohesive approach sees Inmarsat seeking to include its
cyber security capabilities in a scheme to upgrade of its network and
infrastructure accreditation in line with ISO27001.
In a world where half of online traffic is automated and an entire

“Inmarsat is working
within a strategic
alliance with Singtel
to utilise capability
available through the
Singaporean telecoms
company’s Trustwave
subsidiary”

black market supplies hackers with tools to breach corporate security,
Broadhurst is nonetheless keen to keep shipping’s cyber threat in
proportion. “I think there are cyber companies out there now who have
made their mark with the financial institutions and are looking to other
verticals; superficially, they can make an impression by predicting doom
and gloom on the cyber threat to shipping,” he says.
Although ships can be carrying high value cargoes, many individual
vessels do not have large amounts of valuable data onboard; their
attractions for hackers is that they offer a way in to a company’s corporate
system. “The reality is likely to be that the systems are under attack
because they are identified as IP addresses by hackers who are looking
for any weaknesses to see what they can get their hands on, and not
because they are ships or shipboard systems” says Broadhurst.
Inmarsat is working within a strategic alliance with Singtel to utilise
capability available through the Singaporean telecoms company’s
Trustwave subsidiary. Shipboard tests of a maritime UTM (Unified Threat
Management) system from Inmarsat are currently underway and the full
launch is envisaged later in 2017. The Inmarsat solution will be embedded
in all Fleet Xpress hardware going forward, as an option which can be
switched on or off by the operator as required. In the future, the same
capability will be extended to FleetBroadband, Broadhurst says.
The technology will be supported through a network of already
established security operations centres, Broadhurst continues. “Owners
will be able to get a view of what is going on at both the ship and the fleet
level, and track causes behind any security compromises, whether they
are due to attacks or to the presence of malware on board. We also see the
system’s use as the basis for improving training and achieving the best
practice that block threats coming from malware.”

IMPA.net

Inmarsat 5 F1 liftoff and
Inmarsat-Network Ops Centre
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/ CIPS - Perfect Practice

TALENT GAP
JEOPARDISES FUTURE
OF PROCUREMENT

Cost reduction and managing risks remain the
primary focus for procurement leaders as they look
to support growth in market uncertainty, according
to the 2017 Deloitte Global CPO Survey

IMPA.net

CIPS - Perfect Practice /

he report, which surveyed 480
senior procurement leaders from
36 countries, found 75% specify cost
reduction as their main priority. Six
out of 10 said managing risks such
as volatility in emerging markets,
the possibility of a renewed euro
crisis and uncertainty around Brexit
outcomes, were a prime concern for
the year.
UK head of sourcing and
procurement at Deloitte Lance
Younger said this strategy was
proving positive but warned that
a growing talent gap and poor
technology implementation could
threaten the growth they seek.
“Like other business leaders,

Marine Trader
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managing a global backdrop of economic and
political risks, CPOs continue to focus on cost
management in 2017 to support growth in an
uncertain market,” he said.
“So far, this is proving successful for CPOs,
with 58% achieving better savings performance
than last year. However, challenges with talent
and poor adoption of digital technology still hinder
progress. Unless addressed quickly, these could
jeopardise the future of procurement.”
According to the report, 85% of those surveyed
felt that talent was the single greatest factor in

“We continue to
see procurement
functions shrink in size,
while the breadth of
responsibilities and
expectation continue
to increase”

driving procurement performance and 60% did
not believe that their teams have the skill to deliver
their procurement strategy.
However, investment in new talent development approaches
and training dropped from 29% in 2016 to 25% this year, with
less than 1% of overall budget spent on training.
Younger added companies needed to look towards new
sustainable operating models to harness talent and fuel growth.

“CPOs continue
to focus on cost
management in
2017 to support
growth in an
uncertain market”

“We continue to see procurement functions shrink in size,
while the breadth of responsibilities and expectation continue
to increase,” he said.
“Companies are demanding greater productivity, but
overworked employees are not the solution. One approach
is to empower talent by embracing digital and innovative
technologies – such as automation, cognitive procurement and
analytics – at a much greater scale.”
In the survey, 75% thought that procurement’s role in
delivering digital strategy will increase in the future, while 65%
believed that analytics will have the most impact. The effect of
automation and robotics on CPOs will steadily increase, with
half saying it impacted them currently but 93% predicting it
would by 2025.

The Short Read
• Report highlights cost saving
as a priority

• 60% say skills gap halts
strategy delivery

• 75% believe procurement’s
importance will increase

However, 62% claim that there is still a moderate to large
skills gap across analytical ability and Younger thinks
procurement leaders need to start prioritising digital strategy.
“As the rapid speed of technological change continues to
sweep over businesses globally, procurement is at a tipping
point and must take advantage of high levels of executive
support,” he warned.
“Digital will amplify great talent and strong CPOs must
align the digital transformation of the function with on going
business priorities.”

IMPA.net

Searching for new procurement solutions?
Try the ILS Private Exchange!

Managing RFQs and Quotes by hand can be a time-consuming, labor intensive process,
as well as expensive. High volumes of manual processing drives up labor costs, may
undercut your profitability, and possible costly data errors.
ILS Private Exchange offers a new purchasing process that’s effective and efficient.
9 View inventory and parts across multiple supplier bases
9 Control visibility of your assets
9 Use consolidated RFQ / Quote platform
9 Easily upload requisitions via standardized forms
9 Display alternative inventory sources globally
Contact us today to learn more about the ILS Private Exchange and other solutions we
offer! Also, ask about a free trial to experience how we can help your business.

Inventory Locator Service,® LLC • Email: marketing@ILSmarine.com • www.ILSmarine.com
Sales Offices: Atlanta • Boston • Dallas • Dubai • Frankfurt • Istanbul • London • Los Angeles
Miami • New Delhi • New York • Paris • Philadelphia • Phoenix • San Diego • Seattle
Shanghai • Singapore • St. Louis • Tokyo

®
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The Short Read

Comprehensive online course to
provide cutting edge education for
supply chain professionals

• Each course taken over 12 months
• Gain recognition in the industry
• One IMPA-funded place open to
scholarship student

IMPA.net

E
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IMPA Offers
Scholarship
Opportunity –
The Jan R.
Johannessen
bursary

ducation remains a key priority for IMPA
and the association has introduced the most
comprehensive education programme in its
history. The intention is that IMPA’s online
course will provide procurement and supply

chain management professionals with the credibility and status
that other professional disciplines enjoy.
Each course is designed to be taken over a 12-month period and

entirely on-line so that students can participate from all over the
world studying when it’s convenient and possible for them. These
days most organisations and academic bodies appreciate the need
for flexibility in study as people look to develop their careers whilst
balancing busy lifestyles.

IMPA is offering one lucky applicant a
scholarship opportunity to undertake
the course commencing in May at
no cost. Potential applicants to this
programme are being asked to write
a 1000 word application paper on ‘the
importance of education in maritime
procurement. ’ The winning piece will

“IMPA’s online course will provide
procurement and supply chain
management professionals with the
credibility and status that other
professional disciplines enjoy”

be chosen by the council and announced
in April.
For further information on any of the
IMPA education programmes please
contact the IMPA Administration office.
Details of each of the courses and the
content can be found at http://impa.net/
education/postgrad-certificate-maritimesupply-chain-management/
Stephen Alexander
IMPA Secretary General & COO

Four courses are on offer, beginning with certified
buyer and leading up to registered procurement
officer that will qualify successful candidates for
special status within IMPA.
Stephen Alexander IMPA COO commented:

Programme Outline and Costs

“Gaining the prestigious qualification of registered

Certified IMPA Buyer		

procurement officer with IMPA will grant candidates

Commences May 2017

a special position in the industry and a status
previously unseen.”
The programme commences in May of this year
with the first level one course, which is the ‘Certified
IMPA Buyer’ programme. It is ideally suited to new
entrants and junior procurement officers.
Each course culminates in the presentation of a
certificate or diploma award at the annual event in

Certified Senior Buyer		

GBP1799

GBP1999

Expected commencement May 2018
Certified Procurement Specialist GBP2299
Expected commencement May 2018
Registered Procurement Officer GBP2499
Expected commencement May 2019

either London or Singapore and candidates will be
registered with IMPA on the IMPA website and in
mt, recognising their achievement and status.

Marine Trader
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/ IMPA Singapore

Continued
Improvement
Challenging market heralds revamp for
IMPA Singapore education programme

I

MPA is keeping pace with industry
developments by adding new

analysis and strategy, as well case studies.
The format for the PDE remains

modules to the PDE training course

similar to previous years, with the one-

at this year’s IMPA Singapore.

day essential procurement workshop

Rob C. Scharff, IMPA’s VP for Training

& Education, has re-written part of the
course material to ensure that it meets
the demands of profession.
The new material provides a revamped

providing introductory material for
junior and novice purchasers.
The half-day master class on Portfolio
Management and Strategies is aimed at
senior purchasers and managers, while

introduction to procurement and the

the engineering workshop will develop

supply chain, and goes on to address

technical skill, insight and understanding

legal demands for maritime purchasers.

for all levels.

Marine engineering for buyers and

Speaking to Marine Trader, IMPA

portfolio management and strategies are

Singapore event director Will Bixby said:

also covered over the two days. The new

“There are two main reasons we’ve made

material is complemented by procurement

changes to the programme. The first

To attend the IMPA Singapore training courses on 11 & 12 May
Please register at impasingapore.com or contact IMPA on +44 (0) 1206 798 907

IMPA.net

IMPA Singapore /
reason is that we don’t just want to repeat
content, that isn’t what the association is
about. We always want to improve what we
offer to members and the industry.
“The second reason is that the market
and the profession are continually
developing and IMPA has to be proactive
in that respect. We’ve taken feedback from
previous events, analysed the maritime
industry and put together a programme
that addresses current demand.
“This will inform the basis of your
thinking and your work.”

Need to save money?
Head to Singapore…
The procurement intelligence forums at
this year’s IMPA Singapore could help
procurement professionals save time and
money, says IMPA’s Will Bixby.

“The new material provides a revamped introduction
to procurement and the supply chain, and goes on to
address legal demands for maritime purchasers”

Following extensive research, which
included feedback from purchasers around
the world, the programme has been

purchasers with the knowledge and

designed to help procurement teams apply

understanding which will help them to

knowledge to claw back budget and time.

achieve their goals.”

“The market conditions have been

This year there will also be a change

The Short Read
• New training programme for PDE
• Full day course for junior and

very tough for several years now and

to they way the forums are delivered. In

the industry finds itself in a new normality,”

previous years the forums consisted of six

novice buyers

said Will. “Signs of recovery seem to

to eight small sessions over the two days.

• Half day workshops on portfolio

come and go; but the market conditions
now are what purchasers and suppliers
must deal with.
“So purchase and supply continues
to survive by an ever increasing need to
find new ways to save time and money.
It is generally felt that the prices suppliers
are offering in the main are at their lowest
point so there is no further discount
to be had.
“So where can time and money be

This year the first day is a one-day

“The procurement intelligence
forums could help procurement
professionals save time and money”
technical equipment, spare parts and
marine logistics. Day two features a

saved? This year’s programme will take

series of presentations on cyber security,

an in-depth look at savings through better

electronic charts and automated

informed decision making and a better

procurement processes.

understanding of what you’re buying and

“Our recent surveys to purchasers

how you get it to the vessel in time, on

asked what areas they would most benefit

budget and avoiding costly delays.

from. A better understanding of logistics,

“It is possible to make considerable
savings and our aim is to provide

management and technical issues

workshop dedicated to understanding

technical equipment and spare parts came
top of the list,” Will added.

Marine Trader
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Tullp is a platinum sponsor
at IMPA Singapore.

Golden
Opportunity

IMPA Singapore takes place
on 11 & 12 May. To register
please visit impasingapore.
com/register

Tullp to make inroads into Asian market
at IMPA Singapore

T

ullp will be using its presence at
IMPA Singapore to introduce itself

“The most important thing for us is
to introduce our company to the Asian

to the Asian market, says sales manager

market,” Bink adds. “We want to show

Jeroen Bink.

purchasers and purchase managers why

Tullp, which is one of the leading
companies in separation and filtration

Tullp is their separation and filtration team.
“We operate in a highly competitive

technology, is sponsoring IMPA Singapore

market and want to differentiate ourselves

and will also have a stand at the show.

from our competitors by our three

According to Bink, the company is taking

company values.”

this opportunity very seriously.
“At the present we are new to Singapore

Bink also said that IMPA was the
obvious platform for Tullp as it looked to

and the Asian market,” says Bink. “We do

establish itself in Asia. He stated that the

work with branch offices from some of our

high quality visitors and priority given

European customers, however the next

to networking were what attracted the

years we will increase our presence and

company to IMPA Singapore.

activities in Asia in order to build longlasting relationships.

“IMPA is well known for their
professional approach and attracting high

“Asia is the heart of international

quality visitors whilst still being able to

shipping and we believe that our products,

organise an international event where

services and solutions are interesting to local

personal contact comes first.

ship owners and ship managers to assist
them reducing their operational costs.”
Bink will be joined in Singapore by

“As a company we were looking for an
event in Asia which had the international
allure and attracts leading Asian ship

managing director Sven Reimus, and is

owners and managers, but still had the

looking forward to meeting purchasing

vital opportunity of personal contact with

professionals to discuss how Tullp can help

purchasers and purchase managers. We

in their daily operations. He hopes that the

operate in a highly competitive market and

three company values – quality engineering,

want to distinguish ourselves from our

reliability, and excellent service – will set

competitors and we believe IMPA Singapore

them apart.

is the ideal event for our company.”

THE SEPARATION & FILTRATION TEAM

IMPA.net

FREE to attend as a visitor
Register now at impasingapore.com
We look forward to seeing you!

IMPA SINGAPORE | 11-12 MAY 2017
A two-day event for Marine Purchasers
and Suppliers | impasingapore.com

New for 2017:
•D
 eveloping Skills in Procurement:
New course content for purchasers
• New supplier presentation programme
• One-to-one buyer meets supplier programme
• IMPA Networking Gala Dinner

WHERE BUYERS AND SUPPLIERS MEET
PLATINUM SPONSORS

THE SEPARATION & FILTRATION TEAM

GOLD SPONSORS

SUPPORTING ORGANISATION

OTHER SPONSORS
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Not so rough
guide to…

/ Not So Rough Guide To…

There are few industries as global as shipping, and
even fewer associations with as big a reach as IMPA.
In this new regular column, we profile some of
the major ports and the surrounding cities that
make up our industry and our association.
First stop, the German port of Hamburg

Ships per year:

Berths: 300

9,000

European 3rd
Ranking: largest

container port

Container
Terminals: 4

Cruise
Terminals:
Freight trains
per week:

18th

largest
container port

World ranking:

3
1,900
Quayside
in Km:

8.8m
teu (2015)

Throughput:
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Overview

Places to go:

Hamburg is Germany’s second largest city and home to its largest port,

As one might expect, the Port is a major

the Port of Hamburg. Known as the Gateway to the World, the port is
situated on the river Elbe and is Europe’s second busiest.

attraction for tourists. Few European
cities boast such a spectacular

The port is almost as old as the City itself, having been

industrial waterfront. Elsewhere the

founded in 1189 for its strategic location. The port has

Park Planten un Blomen, a botanical

been a European trade hub almost ever since which
has fuelled the city’s growth.
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garden, is considered a highlight as
is the Miniature Wonderland
and the Alster Lakes.

Places
to eat:
Quan Do –
Highly regarded Vietnamese
eatery, reasonable prices.
Expect queues!

East Restaurant –
Trendy destination, renowned
for its steak, sushi and cocktails.

Restaurant Fardi –
Lebanese cuisine served in warm
and stylish surroundings. Quality
reflected by fairly high prices.

Places
to drink:
Luba Luft – Comfy sofas and top notch
cocktails – anything from a Moscow mule to a whisky sour.
Open late for those that want to dance the night away.

Knust – Former slaughterhouse turned indie music
venue. Attracts famous and up-and-coming bands.

Absinth Bar – Jazz music underscores a gothic,
French vibe. Absinthe, unsurprisingly, served alongside
an array of spirits.

Where to stay:
Radisson Blu Hotel – from £135
Park Hyatt Hamburg – from £156
Hotel Atlantic Kempinski – from £176

Restaurant
Krameramtsstuben
Unforgettably charming
destination, housed in a 340
year-old building. Serving
authentic Hamburg cuisine
with a modern twist.
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/ Introducing IMPA’s New Member Thor Marine S.A.

INTRODUCING…
IMPA’S NEW MEMBER

Thor International Ship Supply & Repairs
Foreign Trade Inc. was founded in 2011 by
Mr.Engin Cekic and Mr.Vahit Cekic. Our
head office is in Istanbul and we have a
branch office in Iskenderun

A

fter our establishment, we managed to set new

Our main services are
as follows:

links with the foremost ship owners around the

• Worldwide Catering

world, and we expanded our supply range to

• General Provisions/Bonded Stores

all Turkish ports, shipyards, straits, and globally via our

• Engine/Deck/Electrical/Cabin Stores

worldwide partners.

• Ship Repairs

Thor International Ship Supply & Repairs Foreign

• Hidden Damages Repairs

Trade Inc. has the relevant experience and energy to

• Cargo Hold & Tank Cleaning

handle all sorts of customer inquiries.

• Lashing and Unlashing

We should not forget that the company’s success doesn’t

• Loading and Discharging

rely only on the hard work of the team members but also

• Port Logistics

depends on the reliance of our clients all around the world.

• Steel and pipes renewal, weldings

That’s why customer satisfaction is always our priority.

and fittings
• Reconditioning of machinery

Thor Marine S.A. is a member of IMPA, ShipServ and is a certified company
of ISO9001:2008, ISO14001:2004, ISO22000:2005 & OHSAS18001:2007.

• Hydraulic repairs as a
cranes, hatches, hydraulic
• Rental Services as a generator, shore
cranes and forklift
• A/C repair and troubleshooting
• Fire pipeline renewal, repair and
reconditioning
• Customs clearance and delivery
on board of spares
• Gangway repair and fabrication
• Main engine and aux engines overhauling
and piston reconditioning

www.thormarinesa.com | Tel: +90 212 438 00 39 / +90 212 438 00 97 | E-mail: thor@thormarinesa.com

IMPA.net

VALVES

COUPLINGS & NOZZLES

FIRE FIGHTING

C K I N
G

P

A

FIRE HOSES

J

O

G

MARPACK
I N T I N

HOSES

MARINE SANITARY

ADHESIVES &
SEALING PRODUCTS

PTFE

WATERFINDING PASTE

PACKING & JOINTING

RUBBER PRODUCTS

DOOR &
HATCH COVER PACKING

ACRYLIC & GAUGE GLASS

GLASS FIBRE &
INSULATION

ASSORTMENTS

FILTERING

SAFETY

INDUSTRIAL

WELDING & CUTTING

ALLIGATOR

Rotterdam
Singapore
Tel. +31 10 415 76 44 Tel. +65 6862 0920
rotterdam@alligator.nl
singapore@alligator.asia

Shanghai
Tel. +86 21 68683978
shanghai@alligator.asia

Houston
Tel. +1 713 672 0124
houston@alligator.nl

ALL PRODUCTS, ACCORDING TO IMPA AND ISSA ON

WWW.ALLIGATOR.NL | WWW.ALLIGATOR.ASIA

